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We give an explicit realization of a series of representations of SU(2,2) induced by R+ 0 SL(2,C). Vectors 
in these representation spaces are homogeneous spin or-valued functions of two twist or variables. They may 
also be realized, in a frame-dependent way, either as conformally invariant fields in Minkowski space or as 
homogeneous spinor-valued functions on the 0(2,4) null cone. The conformal invariance of the massless 
free fields is discussed from this point of view, and the twistor version of the field eq uations is derived. 
Finally, irreducible twistors are shown to correspond to conformally invariant fields satisfying the 
generalized twistor equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Among the most important representations of the con-
formal group of space-time are those which give rise to 
physical fields in Minkowski space. These fields can be 
constructed by the method of induced representations; 
they are derived by means of a certain projection oper-
ation from the cross sections of homogeneous SU(2, 2) 
vector bundles. In suitably chosen bases, these cross 
sections assume the familiar form of homogeneous 
spinor-valued functions on the 0(2,4) null cone; the 
actual physical fields are obtained by projecting (or re-
stricting) these functions to Minkowski space. 1_4 
An alternative realization of some of these fields has 
been obtained by Penrose, 5_7 who shows that to each set 
{cpr: O~ r~ nt of holomorphic functions of two twistor 




there corresponds a unique real analytic solution to the 
zero rest-mass free field equations8 
(1. 3) 
in Minkowski space. Conversely, it can be shown (Sec. 
5, see also Ref. 9 for an altogether different approach) 
that any real analytic solution to (1. 3) may be described 
by holomorphic twistor functions. 
More generally, it turns out that any representation of 
of SU(2, 2) induced by R+0 SL(2, C) may be realized on a 
space of vector -valued functions of two twistor variables 
(Secs. 3 and 4). If the representation can be analytically 
continued to the complex 0(2,4) null cone, then the real 
analytic fields determined by the representation will 
correspond to holomorphic twistor functions. It is a 
decided advantage of this formalism that the twistor 
functions, independent of their analyticity properties, 
transform as scalars under SU(2, 2). The reason for 
this, as might be expected, is that the pair (U, V) is 
actually a generalized "frame" in an appropriate prin-
cipal bundle, and the main purpose of this paper is to 
examine this fact in some detail. As a by-product, we 
are able to give a unified treatment of massless fields, 
conformally weighted densities, twistor functions, and 
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homogeneous functions on the 0(2,4) null cone, objects 
which often appear in somewhat different settings. 
Some of the representations considered here are quite 
well known in one form or another, and certain of their 
properties have been considered at length in the litera-
ture. The Lie algebra version of much of this, together 
with some applications to quantum field theory, may be 
found in Ferrara et al. 3 Invariant scalar products are 
discussed by Gross10 and Penrose. 5.7 These subjects 
will not be considered here; in particular, we do not 
discuss the topology of the representations. 
The first part of the paper is concerned with establish-
ing the existence of a principal bundle homorphism from 
SU(2, 2)-N onto the set of twistor dyads over N, N being 
the 0(2,4) null cone. It then follows directly that the 
representations above referred to can all be realized on 
spaces of twistor functions, different representations 
being characterized by the homogeneity properties of 
their respective twistor functions. Those representa-
tions which can be analytically continued to the complex 
0(2,4) null cone are labeled by an ordered pair of 
integers (nu n2 ). 
We then show that the massless free fields of helicity 
n/2 belong to an invariant subspace of the (n, 1) repre-
sentation, and that, in the real analytic case, (1. 3) 
implies (1. 1) and (1. 2). As a simple application of the 
formalism introduced, we conclude by showing the direct 
connection between finite-dimensional representations of 
SU(2,2) and solutions to the generalized twistor equation. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Notation and conventions: 
W: Minkowski space; 17"w = diag{1, -1, - 1,-l} 
/\: R" together with the quadratic form hab = diag{ 1, 
-1,-1,-1,-1,1} 
N: The null cone (minus the vertex) of /\ 
;ii: The space of rays of N 
/)1: The space of lines of N, the conformal compacti-
fication of W 
T: Twistor space; C4 together with the Hermitian 
form Q = diag{ 1,1, - 1, - I} 
cr,N: The complex 0(2,4) null cone (minus the vertex), 
defined by the zeroes of h in Co 
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Points of W will be denoted either by xlJ. or ;;AB' , 
whereB 
, (xoO' X 01') 1 (XO + Xl 
(XAB )= =-
10' 11' 11: 2 • 3 X X X -XX 
The mapping a: M4 - N given by 
a(x")=y"(x)=(x",H1+xvx
V
], H1-xvx"]) (2.1) 
embeds Minkowski space onto the section of N given by 
the null hyperplane y4 + y5 = 1. A useful local coordinate 
system in N is obtained by letting x" label the generator 
containing a(x") and defining a fifth coordinate 
(2.2) 
Any slice of N (a four-dimensional submanifold nowhere 
tangent to the generators) may be given locally by 
specifying K as a function of the x". Using the x" as 
local coordinates in the slice, the induced metric is 
given by 
(2.3) 
Thus all conformal rescalings of Minkowski space6 ,B may 
be realized as slices of N; in particular, taking the 
slice K = 1, it follows that a is an isometric embedding, 
and that x" E. M4 can be identified with (x" , 1) E. N. 
We may also obviously regard a as mapping complex 
Minkowski space onto the y4 + y5 = 1 slice of erN, and a 
local coordinate system in erN is obtained by allowing 
the x" to take on arbitrary complex values and K to range 
over the complex plane minus the negative real axis. 
As usual, ",7 we choose a basis in T in which Q takes 
the form 
(2.4) 
Let BE. TilT, and define y(B)E.C6 by 
yO(B) = ~ (B03 - B12), y3(B) = JT (B13 + B02), 
vl (B)=::..i(B03+B12 ) y4(B)=~(B23_2B01), (2.5) - 12 ' 
This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between 
simple twistor bivectors and points of erN. Notice that 
y(B) is real (lies on N) only when B is real; i. e., only 
when Bc<~=Bc<~=~Ec<(;yO~. Two twistors are said to 
meet at X = ;;AA' if they can be written in the form va 
=(iXAA'iTA., iTA')' va=(i;;AA'WA" WA'). (see Refs. 11 and 
12 for the geometrical implications.) In this case, if 
B=2UIIV, 
y(B) = (iTA' wA')a(x). (2.6) 
Note, in particular, that V and V may meet at a real 
point without 2U II V determining a point of N. 
If y - B(y) is the inverse of (2. 5) and B(y) is regarded 
as a skew matrix, the action of SU(2, 2) on N is given 
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by 
T(y)=y(TB(y)Tt), TE. SU(2,2). (2.7) 
The subgroup of SU(2, 2) leaving a(O) fixed is given by 
W={ [.0' O_J.: 0' E. SL(2,er), A Hermitian}. (2.8) 
lAO' 0'+ 
Clearly, ({; is the semidirect product SL(2, C) • ~, where 
~ is the four-parameter Abelian group of special con-
formal transformations. 
Finally, if [y] denotes the equivalence class of y E. N 
uEder the relation y - ry, rE. R+, the action of SU(2, 2) on 
/J1 is given by 
T([Y ]) = [ T(y )], (2.9) 
where y is any representative of [y]. The subgroup of 
SU(2,2) fixing a(O) is V={R+Ci)SL(2,C)}o~. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS 
We are going to be concerned with representations of 
SU(2,2) induced by representations of either W or V with 
the property that ~ is in the kernel of the inducing re-
presentation. Vectors in these representation spaces, 
regarded as functions on SU(2, 2), will thus be constant 
on the cosets of ~. It turns out that a particularly useful 
parametrization of these cosets is provided by pairs of 
twistors (U, V) satisfying y (U /\ vk N. 
To see this explicitly, regard a matrix T E. SU(2, 2) as 
being composed of four twistors 
(3.1) 
subject to EaG" = F"HC< = 1, all other products vanishing, 
and E[" F~G" HOI = E"(;Yo. In the principal bundle SU(2, 2) 
-SU(2,2)/W=N, T lies in the fiber over 
(3.2) 
Since TB(a(0))Tt=2G/\H, the third and fourth columns 
of T determine the fiber in which it lies. Moreover, for 
A=[~ nE.~' 
T A has the form [* i * : G : H], so that these same columns 
are invariant under' ~ and' may be thought of as labeling 
the elements of SU(2, 2)/ ~ . 
We formalize this as follows. Put 
5*={(U, vk TxT: vnv, AE.er}. 
Define a projection P: 5* - erN by 





Notice that for any y E. erN, P_1(y);; SL(2, C) by virtue 
of (3.4). It will be convenient to label U and V by spinor 
indices, 
VA' = (U 0" U l' ) = (U, V). (3.6) 
A right action of SL(2, C) on 5* is given by 
(3.7) 
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where aA,B'= aA
B and 5* -ow (resp. 5 -N) becomes 
a principal 8L(2,C) bundle. 8U(2,2) acts on 5* (resp. 
5) in the obvious way, 
T·VA,=TgV~,. (3.8) 
Let /5: (a,A) - a be the homorphism from W onto 
8L(2,C), and define a mapping p: 8U(2,2) - 5 by 
p:[E:F!G!H]-(H,-G). (3.9) 
Evidently, p is fiber preserving, and a simple calcula-
tion shows that 
p(RTW)=Rop(T)'p(W), R,Trc8U(2,2), WrcW. 
(3.10) 
Thus, p is a principal bundle homorphism which com-
mutes with the action of 8U(2, 2). 
We come now to the induced representations. Let 
T: 8L (2, C) - aut(V) be a representation of 8L(2, C) on the 
finite-dimensional vector space V. T may be regarded 
as a representation of W as well, by putting T(a,A) 
= T(a). It is an immediate conseq11ence of (3.10) that the 
two associated homogeneous vector bundles 8U(2, 2) 
x:; V - Nand 5 Xr V - N are isomorphic: thus the repre-
sentation of 8U(2, 2) induced by T can be realized on the 
vector space of cross sections of 5 x r V - N. (It is not 
required that T be unitary. ) 
Recall that an element of 5 Xr V is an equivalence 
class {(VA' ,v)L with VA,E 5, VE V, where the equi-
valence relation is defined by 
(3.11) 
Let 4> be a cross section of 5 x TV, and let V A' C 5 with 
p(U A' ) =)' (~/V. Jhen <P CV) has a)ocal representative of 
the form (V A" q, (u A' ), where <l! (U A') are the "compo-
nents" of~ the field q, C'V) in the twistor dyad V A" The 
function q, : 5 - V so defined has the property 
(3.12) 
reflecting the local transformation law of the field, and 
transforms under T (C 8U(2, 2) as 
A ~ 
T<l>(TUA,)=<l>(U A,). (3.13) 
(8ee, for example, Hermann. 13) Conversely, any V-
valued function on 5 satisfying (3. 12) may be thought of 
as a cross section of 5 X T V. We therefore have the 
result: Any representation of 8U(2, 2) induced by 8L(2, C) 
in the manner described above may be realized on a 
space of vector -valued functions of two twistor variables 
VA" where V A' E 5. 
4. HOMOGENEOUS TWISTOR FUNCTIONS 
The representations constructed in the above manner 
are all highly reducible. The simplest way to see this is 
to consider 5 as a bundle over 111 with structure group 
R+?9 8L(2, C) acting in the obvious way, 
VA"ya=rVwaB'A" rcR+, aE8L(2,Cl. (4.1) 
Let p': V-R+ 2J 8L(2;C) send (ra, A) to ra and let p: 
8U(2,2) - 5 be given by (3.9). Then, as before, p is a 
principal bundle homo~phism (of bundles over;ff this 
time) commuting with the action of 8U (2,2). 80 any 
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representation induced by R+ 2J 8L(2, C) may also be 
realized on a space of functions of two twistor variables. 
In particular, if T is any representation of 8L(2,C) on 
V, and Ie is any complex number, we can define a 
representation T).: R+?l 8L(2, C) - aut( V) by 
(4.2) 
If \} is a cross section of S XT). V -;ff, the associated 
twistor function satisfies 
(4.3) 
For r = 1, this agrees with (3.12), and we may therefore 
regard \} (or ~) as belonging to an invariant subspace 
of the representation induced by T. In short, the map-
ping q, - cj; intertwines the T). representation with the T 
representation. The net effect of the intertwining opera-
tor, as can be seen by taking 01=1 in (4. 3), is to remove 
the R+ dependence (or local scaling behavior) of the 
original field (defined on/h) by spreading it out in an 
appropriate homogeneous fashion on the generators of 
N. 
Example: Let V(n) be the space of symmetric spinors 
with 11 primed indices. Let T(n) be the representation of 
8L(2,C) on V(ll) given by 
(4.4) 
If <l! is a cross section of 5 XT(n) V(n) - I'v', then <P takes 
values in V(n) and may be written, somewhat redun-
dantly, as <PA'oooB'(U C')' There are n+1 independent 
components here, 




If, in addition, cj; satisfies (4.3), the functions qJ r satisfy 
qJr(tV," , UI') =c_/ Cn-).-2r )/2qJr(U0" UI')' 
qJr(UO' , IU,,) = IC- n-).+2r )/2(j)r(Un" U,,) 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
for I: O. [To obtain (4. 6a), for example, note that (IUno , 
Ul')=(U0',Vl')o(t1/2a ), with a=-c·[t~/2 t-{'/21, and use 
(4.3) and (4.5). I 
Though no assumption has vet been made concerning 
the smoothness of q" it is natural within the twistor 
formalism to consider the possibility that the functions 
given in (4.6) are actually the restrictions to S of single-
valued holomorphic functions defined on open sets of S* . 
A necessary precondition for this is that the exponents 
appearing in (4. 6) be integers: if A is set equal to 11+ 21<, 
this means that k must be an integer. In this case, inde-
pendent of analyticity properties, .}; is called a jifnctioll 
of type (n, l? l. It will be shown in the next section that a 
massless free field of helicity n/2 is a function of type 
(n,l). 
Clearly, both 5* and 5* X TCn ) V(n) are holomorphic 
bundles over oW, and a holomorphic (local) cross 
section of 5* xTCn)V(n) determines a holomorphic V(Il)-
valued function of U A' satisfying (3.12). In this context, 
if a V(n)-valued function <P [of type (n,l?), say] is the 
restriction to w,," 5 of a function holomorphic in some 
open neighborhood of W in 5*, we call the field q, deter-
mined by c$ real analytic on p(W) ~N. It will be evident 
in the next section that this corresponds to the usual 
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notion of real analyticity whenever it makes sense. 
Notice that fields of type (n,k) which are real analytic 
on the whole of N are mapped onto themselves by the 
action of SU(2, 2). Examples of such fields can be ob-
tained by contour integration from Penrose's "elemen-
tary states."6 
To continue, we now wish to show that if $ satisfies 
(4.3), the components of'll (regarded as a cross-section 
of 5 x, V - N, will actually be homogeneous functions of 
r in suitably chosen bases. Let y - G(y) be a local cross 
section of SU(2,2) over N. G is called elementary if, 
whenever y and ry (r> 0) are in the domain of G, G(ry) 
= G(y)D(r), with 
[




Correspondingly, p(G(y» is called an elementary cross 
section of 5. Denoting p(G(y» by UA.(y), we have 
(4.8) 
Thus, except for a scale factor, such cross sections are 
constant on the generators of N. 
As was mentioned before, a cross section of 5 x, V 
-;1f may be regarded as a cross section of 5 x, V - Jv 
as well. The components of 'II (y) in the dyad U A' (y) are 
given by 
(4.9) 
and by construction, it is immediate that (compare Refs. 
1-3) 
~(ry) = r-x /2 </I(Y). (4.10) 
From a slightly different point of view, the same 
cross section may be realized as a conformally weighted 
denSity in ~ (compare Refs. 8, 14, and 15). When 
expressed in terms of x" and K, the components of </I are 
are homogeneous of degree 0 in the x" and of degree 
- A/2 in K. Thus, if !vI is a slice of N given by K(X), the 
components of </I on !vI are related to those on ~ by 
(4.11) 
Identifying !vI with M4 via (x, K(X» H (x, 1), this can be 
written as 
(4.12) 
Together with (2.3), this gives the local transformation 
law for a density of conformal weight - ;\/2. Of course, 
if the cross section of SU(2, 2) is not elementary, the 
right-hand side of (4.12) will contain an x-dependent 
SL(2,C) matrix acting on the indices of </I. 
5.THE ZERO REST-MASS FiElDS 
Consider a solution to the helicity n/2 free field equa-
tions in~, 
(5.1) 
with CPA' ••• C' being the components, in the standard 
frame, of a spinor field with n indices. We can asso-
ciate with cP a twistor function of type (n, 1) by declaring 
that CPA'''' C' are to be the components at (x, 1) EN of .p 
in a particular basis. 
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Define the standard cross section U A' (x, K) of 5 - N 
to be the image, under p, of 
[
1 iXAA'] rK-I / 21 0] 
G(x,K)=T(x)D(K)= 0 ] L 0 K1/2]' (5.2) 
(In M4, this is the normal basis in which the operators 
P" do not act on the indices of the fields.) We thus have 
U~ (" ) ()1/2(' CD' . CD' ) J' X ,K = K tX 0D' ,OD'; tX ID' , tD, 
=(K)1/2UJ ,(x",I), (5.3) 
where 0D' = (0, 1) and iD, = (- 1,0) are the components of 
the standard spin-frame at x. Allowing x to take on 
arbitrary complex values and K to range over the com-
plex plane minus the negative real axis, we may extend 
this to a holomorphic local cross section of 5* - a:N 
(sitting over an open neighborhood of ~ XR+ in a:N) by 
demanding that (5.3) continue to hold. 
Restricting our attention to 5 -N for the moment, we 
now define ~ by 
(5.4) 
the value of .; in any other twistor dyad over (x, K) being 
given by (3.12). Notice that if 
UK,:= CiK,J'UJ,(x, 1) (5.5) 
is an arbitrary twistor dyad at x, it has the form 
UC!:= (ixCD'on' ,on')' U1'= (ixcn'Zv, ,lv'), (5.6) 
where 
(5.7) 
Using (3. 12), one sees that .p (UK') are the components at 
x of the original field in the spin-frame {o,"Z}. Thus the 
dyad UK' determines both the point x and a spin-frame at 
X,5 while the transformation properties of .p correctly 
mirror the behavior of cP under local SL(2, C) 
transformations. 16 
To transform the original field cP under SU(2, 2) is now 
a simple matter. If T E SU(2, 2), we define 
(Tcp)A' ".B'(X) = T~ A' •• ,B' (UK' (x, 1». (5.8) 
It is now easy to verify that 
(5.9) 
i. e. , that Eq. (5.1) is conformally invariant. Poincare 
and dilation invariance is immediate, so the only thing 
that needs to be checked is invariance under ~ . Since 
~ is conjugate to the translations under H= [~~], the 
proof reduces to showing that Hep satisfies (5.1) if ep 
does. The calculation involved is straightforward, but 
quite lengthy, and is omitted, although it should be noted 
that this is the point at which the precise degree of 
homogeneity of .p plays a crucial role. 
Conversely, it is clear that any $ of type (n, 1) which 
satisfies (5.1) in the standard cross section gives rise 
to a zero rest-mass field in~. In a general cross sec-
tion (restricted to M4), Eq. (5. 1) will of course involve 
the spinor covariant derivative. 
We now confine our attention to solutions of (5.1) 
which are real analytic on some open subset of ~. 
These admit holomorphic extensions to open subsets vf 
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C~ which also satisfy (5.1). Using (5.4) with x and K 
complex, we obtain a.p of type (n, 1), holomorphic on 
some domain 0 ~ 5*, where 0 n 5 is open in S. Thus, 
from (5.4), 
<;7AA·.p A' B' ••• c. cii J' (x, K)) = O. 
The two equations (A' = 0', 1') reduce to 
aCPr + acpr+l _ a CPr + 2CPr+l _ 0 
avo avo - avl av l - • 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Although these equations apparently hold only on the 
standard cross section of 5*, they are in fact valid on 
the entire domian of .p. To see this, let 0' E SL(2, C) and 
consider the cross section U J' (x, K) = QJ' K' {j K' (x, K). Then 
(3.12) together with the local SL(2, C) invariance of the 
fields, implies 
vAA'J, A.B •••• C.(UJ • (x, K))= 0, (5.12) 
where VAA' = iiC~~·<;7AC'. Expanding (5.12) then gives 
(5.11) for V J' = V J" Since any dyad over (x, K) may be 
obtanied in this fashion, (5. 11) is valid on an open subset 
of 5*; thus, by analytic continuation, (5.11) holds when-
ever it makes sense. 
Now let R act on <P: this interchanges Va with U2 and 
VI with V3 (similarly for V"'). Since Rcp satisfies (5.10), 
proceeding as above we obtain the additional equations 
a CPr + ocpr+l _ ccpr + CPr+l_O 
a [f2 (J v2 - a u3 a v3 - • 
We therefore have 
acpr + aCPr+l=O 0 1 1 au'" (J V'" , r = , , ... , n - . 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
The homogeneity conditions (4.6) may be written 
V"'~~:=-(r+1)CPr' V"'~~:=-(n-r+1)CPr' (5.15) 
and these are the twistor versions of the zero rest-mass 
free field equations. 5_7 The auxilliary conditions 
(5.16) 
follows immediately from (5.14). 
Conversely, Eqs. (5.14)-(5.16) are manifestly confor-
mally invariant, and it is a simple matter to check that 
any solution to them yields, in the manner described 
above, a real analytic solution to the zero rest-mass 
field equations in Minkowski space. If the functions CPr 
are holomorphic on a neighborhood of the whole of 5 in 
5*, the resultant field will be single-valued and vanish 
in a characteristic fashion at null infinity. Specifically, 
it will exhibit the "peeling-off" property: see Ref. 8 and 
the other references cited there. 
Remark: The center of SU(2, 2) is generated by powers 
of J = l it i~]' For twistor functions of type (n, 1), 
(5.17) 
Thus, if n=2(mod 4), JCPr=CPr' and we have a represen-
tation of the conformal group. If n = O(mod 4), we have a 
representation of SOo(2,4), while if n=l or 3(mod 4), 
we have a representation of SU(2, 2). 
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6. COMPLEX CONJUGATE REPRESENTATIONS 
The complex conjugates of the representations con-
sidered above are most usefully realized on the bundle 
of dual twistor dyads. Let 
(6.1) 
with V and V transforming under the adjoint representa-
tion of SU(2,2). Letting fj"'= QOIB Us, define the projection 
from 5'* to (IN by 
(6.2) 
Denote the pair (V"" V",) by VA (A = 0, 1), and define the 
action of SL(2, C) by 
(6.3) 
The bundle of dual twistor dyads over N is defined by 
S' =p,-lW). 
Just as above, the representation of SU(2,2) induced 
by the representation 
1T(n)(O'): ~A ••• B - O'A1C , ... O'BID~C"'D (6.4) 
of SL(2, C) may be realized as a space of functions of the 
two variables U A' It is a simple matter to verify that 
the homogeneous vector bundle constructed in this 
fashion is (isomorphic to) the complex conjugate of 
SXT(nlV(n). There is an analogous decomposition of the 
representation into homogeneous twistor functions. In 
particular, corresponding to a real analytic solution of 
the field equations 
<;7AA·ifJAB ••• C=O, (6.5) 
there is a holomorphic twistor version, ",7 
a ~Jr + a ifJr+l = 0 
a V'" a V'" (6.6) 
Vo: :vi/!r =: - (r+ 1);Pr' v a;Pr = - (n - r+ 1);p 
(} '" '" av", T' 
The field Ji A' ••• B' = ;p A ••• B determines (see Sec. 5) a set 
of twist~r fucntions {CPT(UOI, V"')} satisfying (5.14)-(5.16). 
They are related to the ifJr'S by 
(6.7) 
7. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
In certain applications, 6,7,11 it is convenient to regard 
a twistor W", = (wA , 1T
A') of valence m as defining a spinor 
field in Minkowski space via 
O"A' (x) = ix AA'wA -1TA •• (7.1) 
This field satisfies the twist~r equationll 
<;7 B<C' aN 1 = O. (7.2) 
Conversely, it can be shown that any global solution to 
(7.2) is of the form (7.1), thereby uniquely defining a 
twistor W",. 
Equations such as (7.1) arise quite naturally in the 
formalism given in this paper. For consider the con-
stant, totally symmetric twistor S OIB • •• r of valence [~]. 
This can be used to define a symmetric spinor-valued 
function ~ A' ••• B' on S* , 
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(7.3) 
Upon writing out the independent components of L, one 
sees that it is a function of type (n, - n); thus this repre-
sentation contains a finite-dimensional invariant sub-
space. If we use L to define a conformally invariant field 
in ~ by putting 
TA •B •••• K• (x) = L A •B •••• K • (U J' (x, 1), 
then an easy calculation gives 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
a solution to the generalized twistor equation. 
Conversely, using the methods of Sec. 5, it may be 
shown that any solution to (7.5) uniquely determines a 
symmetric twistor of valence [~l. 
CONCLUSION 
We have established a correspondence between a cer-
tain series of induced representations of SU(2, 2) and 
different space of homogeneous functions of two twistor 
variables. We have shown, in a concrete way, that the 
zero rest-mass fields, homogeneous functions on N, and 
conformally weighted spinor densities, all of which 
naturally occur in discussions of the conformal group, 
should be regarded as representing different aspects of 
the same geometric objects, namely cross sections of 
homogeneous vector bundles. We have also tried to show 
that, even in the nonanalytic case, these objects are 
most naturally described by means of twistors. The 
advantages of the twistor description are particularly 
evident in the case of analytic fields. 
As a final remark, we should note that while twistor 
theory is manifestly conformally invariant, it is a sim-
ple matter to "break conformal invariance" and thereby 
obtain a Poincare invariant theory. It is only necessary 
1817 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 18, No.9, September 1977 
to restrict the bundles 5 and 5' to the slice K== 1 of N 
and it is achieved in practice by incorporating the 
"infinity twistor" into the equations. For this, and other 
matters related to quantization, the reader is referred 
particularly to Ref. 7. 
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